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1. Transitional by design, the Edalyn Kitchen Faucet Collection from Kohler
x Studio McGee is characterized by a distinguished, high-profile spout 
that is complemented by stacked detailing and clean lines. The collection 
embraces practicality, providing a range of spray types to cater to diverse 
needs. The line features a range of pull-down faucets, bridge faucets, pot 
fillers and more.
kohler.com

2. Signature Kitchen Suite’s ENERGY STAR certified 48" Built-In French Door 
Refrigerator combines technology and performance into a sleek, functional 
design, notes the firm. It is equipped with innovative features such as a con-
vertible drawer that offers five preset temperatures ranging from 41° F to -7° F, 
allowing for precise food preservation. The refrigerator features a spacious and 
versatile interior featuring Lift and Go drawers, adjustable door bins, easy-to-
read digital controls and LED lighting.
signaturekitchensuite.com

3. The Plateau cabinet hardware collection from Stone Harbor Hardware 
features a crisp, linear design for a modern look. The collection, which includes 
six pulls in lengths from 96mm to 256mm, includes pulls that feature a gently 
rounded back for an ergonomic fit and visual interest. Plateau is available in 
satin nickel, matte black and vintage bronze.
stoneharborhardware.com

4. The Spark series from Arizona Tile is a ceramic wall tile with a gentle 
texture and soft glaze. Designed to emulate hand-crafted tile, it boasts a range 
of textures and slight glaze variation from piece to piece. The tile is available in 
5"x5", 3"x12", Hex, Picket and Pencil Bullnose.
arizonatile.com

5. Fleurco’s Vespero Shower Shield features an ultra-modern European de-
sign, easy installation and a hidden anchoring system. It comes in 1/4" (6mm) 
clear or smoked gray glass and two different shower panel heights, and is 
available in Matte Black and Brushed Gold finishes.
fleurco.com

6. Ruvati has infused fresh colors into the bath with new finish options for the 
epiStone series of oval bathroom sinks. In addition to matte black and classic 
white, Ruvati now offers Avocado Lime Green, Pacific Blue and Sedona Clay, 
a light pink. Made in Italy by skilled artisans, epiStone sinks are crafted from 
70% crushed natural stone and minerals blended with proprietary resins. Its 
non-porous surface is easy to maintain and features a satin finish. The sinks are 
available in two models: the Canali, which has a curve to the vessel base, and 
the straight-sided Omnia.
ruvati.com

7. Doug Mockett & Co.’s PCS127 allows for a choice from three power outlets, 
one USB-A port and one USB-C port, plus a wireless charging top plate. Its 
clamp mount makes it easy to install anywhere, notes the company, by simply 
placing the edge mount on any desk, table or counter and tightening the clamp. 
No tools are needed.
mockett.com

8. To meet the need for specifically designed areas for furry family members, 
Perlick offers its 24" Dual-Zone Refrigerator/Freezer Drawers as a functional 
and designated storage area for fresh food ingredients, refrigerated meals, and 
frozen treats for pets. The shift towards healthier refrigerated meals and raw 
food diets for pets means there’s a need for more refrigerated storage, and this 
undercounter fridge/freezer combo can keep food separate from the family 
refrigerator.
perlick.com

9. Ashley Norton now offers a new Hammered Finish that is hand-forged by 
skilled artisans, with each piece featuring unique hammer marks for a rustic, 
relaxed feel. The hammered finish is available for an array of Ashley Norton 
decorative hardware pieces, including edge pulls, various cabinet knobs and 
pulls, as well as the Bauhaus pulls.
ashleynorton.com
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